Providing the best
service that meets
international standards
and raise to the
aspirations and interests
of our clients.

Blue Group is a large and well-established global
group of four licenced companies that specializes in
freight forwarding, customs brokerage, warehousing,
land transport, sea, and airfreight worldwide.

The first of the four companies, was founded in London 33 years ago and specializes
in sea and airfreight. The company is licenced by the regulatory commissions of this
sector in London and it also has IATA accreditation. Orient Blu Barco offices and its
agents such as BBL and WC spread out worldwide: Belgium, Germany, Argentina,
USA, China, France, Italy, Western EU countries, some Eastern European countries,
and others.
Orient Blu Barco collects all official documents to be sent to The Ministry of Health
(e.g., packing lists, certificates of origin, invoices, invoice numbers etc.), verifies their
authentications, and ensure their compliance with the shipping terms then sends
them to Blu Eagle to verify them once again so as to be ready and available at the
borders which reduces the customs clearance time.

Established in Jordan in 2016 and
licenced by The Jordanian Logistics
Association (JLA), and The Iraqi
Transporters Union (or The Arab Union
of Transport), is responsible for the
networking and the coordination with
Orient Blu Barco to prepare all official
documents required by The Public
Commission of Customs and for
shipments entry to Iraq.

Established in Iraq more than 15
years ago and cooperates with
other companies within the group
to coordinate and complete custom
clearance processes at all Iraqi border
crossings.

The company specializes in land
transport. Established in Jordan in
2006 with expertise in land transport,
coordination, customs brokerage, and
shipment delivery from and to all Iraqi
governorates and cities.

Blue Eagle

Our Staff members:

We are a Jordanian – Iraqi – British company that was established in Jordan in
2006, and licenced by The Arab Union of Transport with expertise in land transport
and shipment clearance and delivery through the Iraqi borders crossings. We have
agents worldwide covering all Europe, all Southeast Asia, USA, Brazil, Columbia,
Australia, The Middle East and Turkey, Cyprus, Greece, Lebanon, Jordan, UAE,
Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia.

Our staff members are trained and
certified to transport various goods of
all kinds. Our team of 18 drivers are
certified to handle hazardous goods,
chemicals, pharmaceuticals, food, and
other goods. Our staff members are also
specialised in selecting suitable boxes
and pack them to protect their content,
as well as the delivery of shipments from
and to the warehouse.

Our Services

We offer full-service
transportation solutions for
all types of goods regardless
to their transport conditions
and requirements owing
that to our Iraqi refrigerated
trucks dedicated to
transport your goods at
the optimum temperatures
required whether they are
pharmaceuticals and medical
supply, tools, generators,
food commodities, grains,
beverages, cosmetics,
perfumes or other goods.

We provide logistics support
services and examine Iraqi
Letters of Credits (LC) and
Iraqi shipping contracts to
reconcile between the LC
and the shipping terms.
We then schedule freights
execution and payment
release according to a master
plan.

We provide Less-thanContainer Load (LCL) service
where we divide a single
consignment into several
small consignments with
varying temperature-control
conditions to be distributed
and delivered at several
delivery locations all in a
single bill of lading each time.

We exclusively provide a
free-of-charge warehousing
service until the end of the
period agreed in the contract
for the collection and the
delivery of consignments.

We provide paid warehousing
service for the goods
intended for long storage
periods before shipping.

We provide insurance at
large international companies
- such as Lloyd’s UK - at
competitive prices that are
only offered to us.

Our offices

Our Warehouses

We are available at all the Iraqi border
crossings and at all Iraqi customs
locations. We have offices in Trebil,
Zakho, Safwan, Irbil Airport, Baghdad
Airport, Umm Qasr Port at all wharves:
The southern, the northern, and the
middle.

All our warehouses are subject to
comprehensive insurance of goods and
are equipped with protection systems
against theft and fire as well as CCTV
cameras linked to our offices in Amman.

Our warehouses are located in different
locations for the storage of all types
We have a licensed handling yard in of large and small consignments,
Baghdad for the parking of large trucks refrigerated and non-refrigerated:
and the unloading of consignments into
smaller trucks.
• Baghdad – Iraq
We are available in Jordan at The Port • Zarqa Free Zone – Jordan
of Aqaba, Al Omari border crossing, Al • Amman – Jordan
Karamah, Jaber, Queen Alia International • Jebel Ali – UAE
Airport, and Zarqa Free Zone.
• London – UK

Our Transactions

Facilitation and Consultation on Contracts and Bills of Lading

Our global and regional presence qualified us to gain the accreditation of more than
one international company. We also have official and excellent relationships with a
number of organizations and companies in Iraq that spans over a long period of time.
We also have been able to prove ourselves and gain an outstanding reputation in Iraq
thanks to our professional standards and commitment to provide the best service
possible. Our dealings varied to over 480 organization and company including:

For each consignment or shipping method, we prepare certain documents
and the acknowledged receipt of goods approved by the banks, companies,
and authorities and certified accordingly for payment release. Because we
are authorized for air, sea, and land freights, we can issue different bills of
lading for the same consignment. Our experience has enabled us to provide
logistics advisory services for the company we deal with on the contracts and
production plans for the interest of the consignment and the contract signed
with the Ministry of Health - Iraq. We are capable of examining contracts and
set up shipping schedules, production plans, and contract annexes through our
trained staff members and representatives who receive the shipping documents,
follow, and direct consignments and drivers to the warehouses to be unloaded,
then prepare the original acknowledged receipt of goods or a copy thereof for
the suppliers to present it to the bank for LC payment release.

The State Co. for Marketing Drugs & Medical
Appliances – Ministry of Health (Kimadia)
We delivered more than 4000 consignments over the
past 10 years through several Iraqi border crossings.
We implement Kimadia contracts for refrigerated and
non-refrigerated containers and we have the readiness
to ship by air including goods that are equipped with
temperature monitoring devices (data loggers) owing
that to our ability to study each product separately
and provide the optimum holding temperature even when several temperatures are
required within the same consignment by using a calculated mass of alcoholic ice in
order to reach the desired temperature for the maximum protection of the product for
it to be delivered to Kimadia warehouses at its best condition.

Our Timing
We pride ourselves on being able to produce and clear transactions at the Iraqi
entrances, ports, and border crossings in a record time of 48-24 hours for air
freights and 72 hours for sea freights subject of the duly presentation of the
shipping documents, and task facilitation and tax exemption letters regardless
to the consignment volume, the number of containers, or the workload required,
which makes us far superior to our counterparts in the field.

We also have the ability to deliver all the consignments of The Ministry of Health and
other ministries in Iraq to their warehouses through our agents.

Ministry of Agriculture
We are accredited by a number of well-known
international companies that manufacture agricultural
equipment such as harvesters, tractors, and heavy
machinery to dispatch tens of consignments each
year - containing 50-30 machinery - between these
companies in Germany, Europe, and China on one
side, and The Ministry of Agriculture on the other,
and to deliver them to the warehouses of The
Ministry of Agriculture in Alexandria and Baghdad
- Al Wazeeriyah District, then distribute them to
the farmers unions across all Iraqi governorates
according to a pre-agreed schedule.

Ministry of Oil - Iraq

Ministry of Health – Iraq

Ministry of Electricity

Transport equipment and We delivered more than
machinery to oilfields and 4000 consignments over
oil infrastructure projects. the past 10 years.

Food Companies
Transportation of grains, sugar, carbonated drinks, cheese, sweets, and other food
commodities.

Transportation of cosmetics and perfumes.
We also deal with over 72 scientific office and laboratory in Iraq covering around 75%
of the pharmaceutical and medical supply sector in Iraq.
We also deal with a number of the leading drugs and medical supply importers in
the Iraqi market. In addition, we are the official carrier for most of the Jordanian
pharmaceutical companies in Iraq, and over the past 10 years we were able to
execute hundreds of door-to-door air, land, and sea freights each year from the
country of origin or storage all the way through to the country of destination (i.e., Iraq).
Furthermore, we have presence in Iraqi Kurdistan and we execute consignments
through the Zakho (Ibrahim Khalil) border crossing and Irbil Airport for the official
clearance of goods to the warehouse in Kurdistan and then to the importer at the
local market of Kurdistan region.

Our Values
To provide the best service that meets
the best international standards and
raise to the aspirations and interests of
our clients.

Our Goals
• To be a reason for the recovery of
the Iraqi economy and that of the
surrounding countries.
• To be a mean to facilitate and
reactivate the land transport between
Iraqi cities.
• To expand in the Syrian market, which
is a goal that is being considered and
planned for to be achieved soon.

